Appropriate Groups by age of the swimmer (Date of Birth selected above) will show below.

The next section is additional purchases. There are a few default categories that Active has built into their system: USA Annual
Swimming Membership and LSC Annual Fee. We have made these zero dollars but they still have to be selected.
New swimmers must select the seasonal membership and LSC fee under the USA Seasonal Swimming Membership and MN
Swimming Fee sections. All swimmers who swam with the team during the Fall/Winter season have already purchased a
membership and so they should select the “Swam in the …” option for these two categories.

Below is an optional section included by ACTIVE.

More details can be found by clicking on the waiver. These need to be clicked.

Discounts:
We have a few different discount options for families. In the spring summer season, we offer a 10% discount to athletes that
are involved with a spring sport. Our hope is to offer a slightly reduction knowing that these swimmers might not be able to
make all practices due to their other sport, but they will hopefully be able to make some each week. This discount (Coupon
code = SPRINGSPORT) has to be used on a swimmer by swimmer basis and so each swimmer has to be registered individually to
use this discount and so it cannot be added to the multi-swimmer discount. We also still offer a 25% discount for all multiple
swimmers in a family. To utilize this discount each member must be registered at the same time before checking out. Click the
“Add Another Registration” circled below before checking out.

We also have a 5% discount (Coupon code = FULLPAYMENT) for families that pay for all their dues up front at the time of
registration. A swimmer that signs up for a spring sport but also wants to pay in full up front can do so by using the coupon
code = SPRINGSPORTFULLPAY. All of these coupon codes are entered at the time of checkout. In the appropriate box.
Here is a list of the coupon codes: FULLPAYMENT, SPRINGSPORT, SPRINGSPORTFULLPAY
Any family looking for a scholarship that is on Free or Reduced School Lunches, contact Coach Kim.

Below are screenshots of the two different payment plans. Pay in Full (also use the coupon code above for the discount) and
Enroll in payment plan. The payment plan for the Spring/Summer season is spread across 4 months (May, June, July and
August).

